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Austrian Post installs its 100 th KEBA pick-up station  

Another page is added to a logistics success story. 

 
Almost a year ago to the day, Austrian Post decided  to expand the facilities provided in 

its self-service zones with so-called parcel “pick- up stations”. Such a station recently 

became operational at the 4060 Leonding post office  in Upper Austria and represents 

the one hundredth of the up to 400 automats planned  for installation nationwide. Both 

the station utilization figures and the feedback fr om customers are already more than 

satisfactory.   

 

 

Austrian Post’s pick-up stations come from KEBA, th e parcel automation specialist 

The challenge of the “last mile” with regard to parcel delivery still relates to recipient 

accessibility. Accordingly, a growing number of postal and logistics organizations are seeking 

to counteract this problem through a variety of services and solutions. These include new 

forms of delivery and the extension of delivery times. Moreover, in order to offer easier parcel 

collection or returns, post offices are increasingly turning to the installation of self-service 

zones in their branches, or the opening of post shops in supermarkets and shopping centres.     

 

Austrian Post is no exception and since November 2013, the receipt of parcels, large or 

registered mail has become a good deal simpler due to so-called “pick-up stations”. These are 

being supplied by KEBA, the pioneering specialist in the field of parcel automation.  

 

The creation of an automated solution for the first and last mile represented a milestone in 

parcel logistics. Furthermore, since the launch of KEBA parcel automats (KePol) in 2000, 

KEBA has continued to upgrade its product and has thus exerted a corresponding influence 

upon the postal market.    
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Top quality and availability manufactured in Austri a 

Owing to their high levels of availability, outstanding quality and intuitive operation, the parcel 

automats from the Linz company are regarded as the best in the market. The know-how 

derived from fourteen years of experience flows into ongoing development work and the 

production of each and every single automat, which are available in both outdoor and indoor 

versions. 

 

The “pick-up stations” actually represent parcel automats that have been specially developed 

by KEBA for indoor applications. They have been optimized with regard to size and design for 

installation in locations such as self-service zones, shopping centres or post shops and are 

therefore ideally suited to Austrian Post’s self-service branches.   

 

Like all KEBA parcel automats, the “pick-up stations” are of modular design and can therefore 

be precisely adjusted to local conditions and enlarged at any time. The automats offer 

attributes that include top security and perfectly functioning design. 

 

KEBA parcel automats and thus the “pick-up stations” for Austrian Post are manufactured in 

Linz at the company’s second production plant, which was newly opened in 2013.  

 

In the opinion of Peter Umundum, CEO for the sector “Parcel & Logistics” of Österreichische 

Post AG, “KEBA is an experienced partner, which has long been renowned for the quality of its 

products and the teamwork during rollout is excellent.”  

 

 

Usability is an important factor in self-service sy stem acceptance 

As is the case with all its products, KEBA attaches great importance to the intuitive and 

straightforward operation of its parcel automats by the end customer. Gerhard Luftensteiner, 

the KEBA CEO, is convinced that this is a critical factor in the acceptance of such self-service 

systems. And as he goes on to add: “Just like ATMs which enable us to withdraw money 

around the clock, self-service pick-up stations for parcels and registered mail will soon be an 

indispensable part of everyday life. In fact, they meet the needs of today’s society to 

perfection.”  
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An increasing number of people cannot be reached at home during the day and therefore are 

looking for flexible possibilities to obtain their anxiously awaited goods. Consequently, on both 

this account and the anticipated growth in global e-commerce in years to come, Austrian 

Post’s “pick-up stations” constitute a future-oriented solution.  

 

Gerhard Luftensteiner: “We are naturally very pleased that Austrian Post has opted for KEBA. 

The company is one of our most important customers and we are proud of being able to jointly 

ensure that its customers can now obtain their parcels quickly and easily on a 24/7 basis.” 

 

 

 

KePol, the KEBA parcel automats 

With over 3,500 KePol parcel automats, KEBA has the largest installation basis worldwide. As 

a result of fourteen years of experience in various countries, KEBA possesses in-depth know-

how, which makes it an ideal partner for automated first and last mile solutions in the postal 

and logistics field.    

 

KEBA AG 

Founded in 1968, KEBA AG is an internationally successful electronics company 

based in Linz/Austria and with branches worldwide. In line with its credo, “Automation 

by innovation”, for 45 years KEBA has been developing and producing inventive, top 

quality automation solutions for the industrial, banking, services and energy 

automation branches. Long-term experience and specialist competence, as well as 

the courage to go one step further have made KEBA the technology and innovation 

leader in all its business areas. And in this regard, comprehensive development 

expertise  and production know-how represent a guarantee of the highest quality.  

Further information at 

www.keba.com. 
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